
Paolo Grassi parks his Calidus
AutoGyro under the direction of Bryant
Dunn, getting set for our September 19th

Young Eagles Flight Rally.

At the Y.E.Workshop, Matt Lamm, Charlie Derk
and Steve Vail mentor Y.E.s Rowen Barthmus,
Nathan Bautista and Koray Gumusay through

their Electrical Project to completion
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September was a busy month!

After marking time for over a year Chapter 501
had some catching up to do, getting the rust off,
getting back in gear.

On September 25 we hosted our first ever Young
Eagles Workshop, session. Two more sessions coming
up... October 23 and November 20.

Check out the activity at our first Young Eagles Flight
Rally in two years. Six pilots flew 42  kids. Weather
permitting we’ll have another Young.Eagle flight
event on October 17.

Beck Youngberg, our Ray scholar, flew his first
cross-country flight. See his report on Page 4.

In a fast moving week and a half, Eric Sampson
ferried two aircraft for their owners, one from New
Jersey north to Anchorage Alaska, and another from
Anchorage southbound to Williston, North Dakota.
Eric’s story starts on Page 11.

NEXT EAA 501
CHAPTER MEETING

Hybrid: In-person and Zoom
at Aero Safety Training, 6:30pm

Wednesday, October 13.
Program: Recap of September and upcoming

Y.E. and Y.E.Workshop events.

Pizza and beverages to be available.

http://www.eaa501.org
http://chapters.eaa.org/eaa501
http://www.facebook.com/eaachapter501
https://www.eaa501.org/YEWS2021series3v6.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YEWS2021series3v6.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YE2021Flyer02.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YE2021Flyer02.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YE2021Flyer02.pdf
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EAA Chapter 501 September 8, 2021 Meeting Notes

Meeting called to order 6:33 PM by President Jon Seibert.  First hybrid meeting,
face-to-face and online by Zoom with new equipment purchased by President
Seibert for the chapter.

MINUTES APPROVAL:  A motion to approve the minutes of our August 11,
2020 in-person meeting at Aero Safety Training, as published in the newsletter,
was moved, seconded, and approved unanimously.

PRESIDENT ANNOUNCEMENTS – President Jon Seibert – Congratulations to
Allison Mack for passing her private pilot checkride.  Kudos also to Matt Lamm
for passing his IR checkride, and to Beck for passing his PPL written test. 
Welcome to new member Lyell Haynes and prospective member Terry Kellett.

COMMITTEE REPORTS: TREASURER – Don Provost – Don Provost reports a
healthy balance.  Transactions include one Fly-In reimbursement, Ray
Scholarship payments, and pizza.
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NEWSLETTER – Don Provost.  Contributions
encouraged!

WEBMASTERS  – Don Provost.  Contributions
encouraged! 

MEMBERSHIP – Matt Lamm – Welcome to new
member Lyell Haynes and prospective member
Terry Kellett! A few other individuals are interested. 
61 members on the roster at this time.

YOUNG EAGLES – Allen Dunn – Ready to go for
September 19.  October 17 after that.  About 20
vaccinated kids signed up already.  Vaccination
requirement has caused the loss of some kids too
young for vaccination.  Facebook advertising works. 
Tom Van Wingerden approved our use of the hangar
and we will use the same traffic pattern but a
different loading location.  Jon will bring the big
canopy.  Mike Dzurny asks (for Diane) how much
coffee and donuts to buy … answer is to buy twice
as many donuts (say 24) and two boxes of coffee. 
Mike Dzurny recommended contacting the
Pequannock school system aviation program.  Tom
Van Wingerden would like us to park on the
Jackson Ave. side of the hangar when we have
Young Eagles or other events.  He said he would
look into moving the commercial vans from the
ramp for our events.

YOUNG EAGLES WORKSHOP – Ron Reinartz. 
Five participants signed up so far, most for all three
sessions.  We will cancel unless we get at least
eight.  The committee is making final preparations,
meetings by Zoom, additional volunteers very
welcome.  Please look over what Ron has sent
around to check for errors, omissions, etc.

EAGLE FLIGHTS – Mike Dzurny – Down to just
two individuals waiting for flights.  One vetting
meeting is scheduled for 12/18/2021 and we’ll hope
to get a few more engaged before that time.  Bill
Klappert at Bergen Community College will help
recruit after their semester is under way.

FLY-IN – Steve Vail – Nothing to report.

GOOD & WELFARE – Charlie Derk tested positive
for COVID, doing OK except for loss of taste.

AIRPORT RELATIONS – The Board of Directors
met with airport manager Tom Van Wingerden on
Sunday August 22.  Tom is very supportive of
anything we want to do, including Fly In, Pancake
Breakfast, etc.  He would even step down the price
of fuel for a Fly In.  Tom emphasized that all
depends on us not screwing up, being very safe, etc. 
The Airport party (Pete DeRosa memorial cookout,
or similar name) will be October 2.  Ron Reinartz
asked Tom what we could do to be helpful to the
airport and one thing Tom would like us to help with
would be trimming of shrubbery.

OLD BUSINESS – Beck Youngberg (Ray
Foundation scholar) recently soloed (end of June)
and volunteered at Oshkosh.  Matt Lamm recently
passed his Instrument-Rating checkride.

NEW BUSINESS – 
!  Nominating Committee needs to be appointed. 
Ron and Jon agreed to serve as that committee.  All
members need to consider stepping up to help run
the chapter.
!  Christmas party this year?  Discuss again at our
next meeting.
!  Sam Thornton is reported to be working on the
electrical work on his Glasair III.
!  Our hybrid meeting format this evening meets
with general approval.  Possible record attendance. 
Online participants include Eric Sampson in
Minneapolis, George Kouba in the Lancaster area,
and Paul Schulman at Fenway Park.

RAFFLE WINNERS – Numerous items donated by
Howard Tedoff, Ron Reinartz, Don Provost, and
Steve Vail were donated for raffle and won by happy
members... aviation themed books, video, etc.

MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE – (25) Jessica
Daisy (online), Charlie Derk (online), Greg Dwyer,
Phoebe DeSantis (online), Allen Dunn, Bryant
Dunn, Mike Dzurny, Allan Feid, Anthony Gerst
(online), Lyell Haynes, David Jones (online),
George Kouba (online), Matt Lamm, Lee McQuade,
Pete Nancoz, Bill Pritchard (online), Don Provost,
Josh Puerzer (online), Ron Reinartz, Jeff Ross
(online), Eric Sampson (online), Linda Scully, Jon
Seibert, Steve Vail, Beck Youngberg.
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GUESTS – Terry Kellett, prospective member.

ENTERTAINMENT- Eric Sampson slide show of
his ferry flights to and from Alaska.

NEXT MEETING – October 13, 2021.

MEETING ADJOURNED  –  7:50 pm.

    Respectfully submitted, 
    Steve Vail

Calendar of Events
EAA Events Calendar (uploadable listings)

EAA Sportair Workshops schedule

EAA Webinars schedule

FAASTeam webinars/seminars
(Check www.eaa501.org for updates.)

Sunday, Oct. 17, 9:00am to noon.
Young Eagles Flight Rally
at Lincoln Park Airport.
Free airplane rides for kids
ages 12 to 17. Kids and
pilots must be vaccinated.

Saturdays, 8:15am to 3:00pm
Oct. 23 and Nov. 20
Young Eagles Work Shops
at Lincoln Park Airport.

(CLICK HERE to read
EAA National's introduction
to Young Eagles Work Shops.)

Saturday, October 23rd
NJ99s Poker Run
MGJ-1N7-4N1-NM40-MMU

My First Cross Country Flight

   by Beck Youngberg

Recently, I made my first cross country
flight to Scranton, PA. I don’t normally use
assistance tools like ForeFlight, especially not as a
primary means of navigation, so this flight was to be
completed entirely based on the ground references
below us, as well as our plan. There was a strong
headwind against us on the way there, and a nice
tailwind on the return leg.

Before taking off, I was nervous about getting
lost. I had never flown to this airport before, and I was
going to have to stay clear of larger traffic also
arriving into the airport. I felt safer knowing I wasn’t
alone in the cockpit, and because I had made a good
plan previously. 

Initially, we encountered two problems. First
of all, the cloud ceiling was lower than expected, so
our initial cruise altitude of 4,500 feet would not
suffice. We decided to cruise at 3,500 instead, but that
presented a second problem. Being closer to the
ground meant the wind would be less powerful, owing
to a more shallow crab angle than the one we had
planned. However, this problem was sorted out after
passing our first visual waypoint. We turned a few
degrees to the right to compensate for the lack of
wind, and from then on it was smooth sailing.
Surprisingly, the traffic was minimal. We were the
only ones in the pattern in Scranton.

Flying cross country is an incredibly fun experience,
as long as you come prepared for it. Planning the trip
is by far the most important part, and is certainly
something I won’t forget for the rest of my training!

Beck

http://www.eaa.org/en/eaa/events
http://www.eaa.org/en/eaa/events
https://www.eaa.org/eaa/aircraft-building/eaa-sportair-workshops/eaa-sportair-workshop-schedule
https://www.eaa.org/eaa/news-and-publications/eaa-webinars
https://www.faasafety.gov/SPANS/events/EventList.aspx
http://www.eaa501.org
https://www.eaa501.org/YE2021Flyer02.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YE2021Flyer02.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YEWS2021series3v6.pdf
https://www.eaa501.org/YEWS2021series3v6.pdf
https://generalaviationnews.com/2020/09/21/young-eagles-workshops-introduced/
https://generalaviationnews.com/2020/09/21/young-eagles-workshops-introduced/
https://generalaviationnews.com/2020/09/21/young-eagles-workshops-introduced/
https://www.nj99s.org/2021-poker-run
https://www.nj99s.org/2021-poker-run
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Young Eagles attending Workshop #1 
from Left to Right  Rowen Barthmus,
 Nathan Bautista, Koray Gumusay, 

Ben Gold, Josh Puerzer and Beck Youngberg.

EAA CHAPTER 501's
YOUNG EAGLE WORKSHOP

SEPTEMBER 25, 2021

Chapter 501's Young Eagle
Workshop Coordinator
Ron Reinartz gives us a
rundown of the day’s activity...

The first of three Young Eagle
Workshops was initiated on

Saturday, September 25th in Hangar #2 of
Lincoln Park Aviation, located on the Lincoln
Park Airport. Needless to say, the plans for this
year’s workshops started a year prior, following the
development of this event by EAA National. Then
of course, COVID-19 burst on the scene, a
pandemic, not experienced since the Spanish Flu of
1918. 

We’d hoped for an April start, but decided to table
our efforts until the COVID-19 situation was under
control, a lowering infection rate and a lifting of the
mask mandates. Fast forward to early Spring of
2021 when we began to initiate our planning for a
Fall Workshop Series, beginning on September
25th, meeting on Saturdays, followed by workshops
on 10/23 and 11/20. 

From Spring time to August, a group of members
worked in preparation for the workshops, building
wing rib jigs, purchasing metal working tools,
aluminum sheet metal and securing electrical
components. Each presenter was reviewing the EAA
National powerpoint presentations and expanding on
the content with video and audio supplements. 

Each Presenter shared his presentation with fellow
presenters for feedback; additional content was
imbedded, including physical demonstrations of
complex theories, for example, lift and low pressure
areas. Content was gathered and the six presenters
were ready to go a week in advance of the
workshop.

The day prior to the Workshop, a team of 501
members brought the logistical items, some supplied
by Tom Van Wingerden from the North Hangar, and
organized the setup within Lincoln Park Aviation
Hangar #2, courtesy of Frank Gallela. 

Arrival time on Saturday was 8AM for the
Workshop Team and many of us were there earlier
to prepare for the arrival of the Young Eagles
between 8:15 and 8:45 AM. Our Registrars and
Mentors were in position to complete the minimal
paperwork and keep our YEs occupied until all six
had arrived. Once our final YE was checked in, they
were escorted to Hangar #2 for the Workshop.

Ron Reinartz kicked off the opening, welcoming the
YEs and introduced Chapter 501 Members in
attendance. We quickly went over the agenda, had
each YE introduce themselves, covered the
housekeeping details and introduced our first
speaker, Mr. Frank Gallela.

Frank Gallela, Lincoln Park Aviation owner and
operator, provided an interesting overview of his
career in aviation as an AMT. He noted the limited
opportunities available when he was a young man
and offered to make himself available as a Mentor to
any of Young Eagles, should they desire to follow
the AMT discipline.

https://www.lpaviation.com/
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Charlie Derk shows Young Eagles his RV-10.

Steve Vail, addressing Stability, 
as a part of his Aerodynamics presentation.

Ron Reinartz gives YEWorkshop participants
a closeup look at his Beech A36.

Barry Inglett next took the floor and led an engaging
dialogue, rather than a speech, with the YEs on
Airplanes. His goal, to communicate a basic
understanding of airframe components, their role in
flight and operation, individually, and in
coordination with each other, to provide a smooth
and Safe flight experience. Accompanied by his
faithful model triplane (Red Baron), and a wide
variety of personal aviation photos, he went through
the airframe from spinner to rudder. At the
conclusion of his presentation the YEs had the
opportunity to inspect/sit in the pilots’ seat of 7
member aircraft on display. Throughout the day, the
YEs took advantage of this opportunity.

During the two breaks and lunch break, the YEs
were encouraged to visit as many member aircraft as
possible. Each pilot prepared a specification sheet
for their aircraft, that captured the information on
the capabilities of the airframe. The pilot then
described the characteristics, flight controls and
operation of the aircraft systems while the YE was
seated in the Pilots’ position.

Steve Vail, former Chapter President, was our third
presenter, tackling the complex topic of
Aerodynamics. Steve supercharged his powerpoint
with many personal experiences, photographs from
his youth, sharing his personal experimenting with
flight that captivated the Young Eagles. 
Steve proceeded through breaking down the theory
of LIFT, Bernoulli’s principle, tying in the exploits
and research of Lilienthal and the Wright Brothers.
He provided an understanding of the basic principles
and then demonstrated how these theories were in

fact confirmed. Visual Aids and props were
employed that further demonstrated these mysteries
of Flight. Needless to say, everyone in attendance
learned something new, not just the YEs!

Lunch was quickly consumed and the YEs moved
outside to view more of the member aircraft. An
LPA Customer had a Cessna Caravan on display,
doors and hatches wide open, which seemed to be
the YE favorite.  Chapter member favorites were
Charlie Derk’s RV-10, Eric Sampson’s Pitts S-1 and
the balance of the birds.

At 12:30 PM,  the afternoon sessions started with 
Dave Jones discussing Aviation Communication and
Lingo. Dave spiced things up by introducing both
Video and Audio clips, to demonstrate the
communication skills, usually developed during
flight training. Dave took them through the Phonetic
Alphabet, identifying the letters that are pronounced
to ensure clarity, such as TREE for 3, and NINER
for 9. He also described the interplay between pilots
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Dave Jones "Communicates" and interacts with
the YEs, while Don Provost advances the slides

and Matt Lamm monitors the presentation.

Don Provost drives home a point
in his Traffic Pattern presentation
while the YEs absorb the material.

Charlie Derk reviews types of batteries.

Bob Menier mentors YEs Beck Youngberg,
Josh Puerzer and Ben Good to a successful

completion of their Electrical Projects. (Beck
and Josh are EAA Chapter 501 Scholars.)

and controllers, underscoring the need to
communicate clearly and concisely. Aviation
phraseology is easily learned, most contacts and
information exchanges between pilots and
controllers are in a particular sequence which assists
in what we are listening for during most exchanges.
A clear understanding is essential in all flight
dialogue, always ensure you understand what was
communicated.

Don Provost did a great presentation on Traffic
Patterns, which was a perfect segway from the
preceding Communications presentation. Don
conveyed an understanding of each portion of the
pattern, what its identifier meant (ie, Crosswind,
Base). This was necessary, since not all the YEs had
flight experience in GA aircraft, the significance of
these calls would not have real meaning unless their
importance was discussed. Don ensured that the YEs
know how to navigate the Pattern, be it to the Left or
Right.

Our final segment of the Workshop was our
Electrical Project. Charlie Derk, RV-10 builder,
reviewed the EAA National project and secured the
materials we needed to build a circuit, complete
with an LED bulb, a battery and a switch. Charlie
first provided a broad history of electricity that
everyone in attendance enjoyed. He then explained
Battery construction and how to assemble a circuit
we would replicate in our electrical project.

At the completion of the presentation, the YEs
received an LED bulb, a switch, a battery, a battery
connector, a jumper wire and three crimp connectors
and tools to build their own circuit to illuminate
their LED bulb. At this time our Chapter Mentors
converged on the YE tables to guide and monitor the
assemblage of the circuits. 
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"LET THERE BE LIGHT"  Young Eagles
Beck Youngberg, Josh Puerzer and Ben Good

turn on their lights, demonstrating a
successful electrical circuit project.

Eric Sampson shows Josh Puerzer
a few things about Eric’s Pitts S-1.

Allan Feid’s KitFox (on the trailer) and
Eric Sampson’s Pitts S-1 attracted a crowd.

Wires needed stripping, correct connection of the
LED leads for proper current flow and positive
crimping of wire  within the connecters. Once the
circuit was assembled, Multi-meters were used to
ensure the circuit was operating. Then, the battery
was place on its’ attachment and the switch flipped
on. Let there be light!! 

Each YE completed his circuit, illuminated the bulb
and was exhausted from a full day of AVIATION!!!

Following the departure of the YEs back to Aero
Safety Training, where their parents were waiting
for them, our clean up crew went into action,
breaking everything down and taking the Airport
Tables and Cones back to the North hangar. We had
plenty of members on hand and were able to clear
the hangar within 45 minutes. My airplane looked
like a Mexican Bus with all the items I’d brought
over by vehicle on Friday, but it all fit and my bird
flew just fine back to CDW. 

Here are the Teams and their Roles:
Setup Crew: Don Provost, Steve Vail, Allen Dunn
and Ron Reinartz

Presenters: Frank Gallela, Barry Inglett, Steve Vail,
David Jones, Don Provost and Charlie Derk.

Pilots: Nick and Casey Kapotes, Allan Feid, Jeff
Ross, Mike Dzurny, Eric Sampson, Charlie Derk
and Ron Reinartz

Registration/Member Lunch: Jessica Daisy and
Linda Scully

Mentors/Guides: Matt Lamm, Bob Menier, Anthony
Gerst, Allen Dunn

Breakdown Crew: Don Provost, Steve Vail, Matt
Lamm, Ben Good, Bob Menier, Charlie Derk, Mike
Dzurny and Ron Reinartz

THANK YOU to everyone who contributed to
making this first of three Workshops a success!!!!!!

Ron Reinartz
Young Eagle Workshop Coordinator
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Our first Young Eagles
Flight Rally in two years!

Chapter 501's Young Eagles Flight
Coordinator Allen Dunn said it all with
an email shortly after the ending of our
busy Sunday, September 19th...

“Just like to say a BIG ‘Thank You’ to all
the Pilots and Volunteers. You all did a
fantastic Job today. We flew 42
vaccinated Kids.”

Remember, if weather is OK, we’ll do it again
on Sunday, October 17th.  Chapter 501
members are asked to email Allen and tell him
that he can count on you being there on 10/17 to
fly or to be part of the ground crew.

Here’s the Y.E. headcount for our 9/19 event...
Jeff Ross, Piper Aztec  – 12
Eric Sampson, Piper Cherokee 140  – 10
Charlie Derk, Vans RV-10  –  9 
Matt Lamm, Cessna 182H  –  5
Ron Reinartz, Beech A36 Bonanza  – 4
Paolo Grassi, Calidus AutoGyro  – 2

And, we think we have a complete list here of 
the many people who made up the very efficient
ground crew on September 19th...
   Chapter 501 members:
Jessica Daisy, Rafael Bautista, Nathan Bautista,
Allen Dunn, Bryant Dunn, Mike Dzurny, Allan
Feid, Anthony Gerst, Lyell Haynes, Lee
McQuade, Bob Menier, Peter Nancoz, Don
Provost, Josh Puerzer, Linda Scully, Jon Seibert
and Beck Youngberg.
   Chapter 501 family and friends:
Diane Sandow, Rudy Steinthal, Dawn Ross,
Allison Ross and Adam Ross.

MAILTO:dunna@eaa501.org?subject=October%2017th%20Young%20Eagles%20Flying/Volunteering
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Eric Sampson’s Alaska flight:
Great photos. Mostly smooth sailing.

While en route  last month, Eric posted many Alaska trip
photos and a few videos on his Facebook page. We put
together a slide show of them before he even returned home. At
our September Chapter 501 “hybrid meeting”, Eric, while
waiting at the airline terminal for a flight home from
Minneapolis, narrated, live, the slide show for our meeting.

Eric is busy editing his GoPro videos. We are looking forward
to a show. For Propwash he has the following account of both
“...an amazing trip and learning experience”...

I spent a total of 10 days flying along with 1 day
of mechanical delays in Edmonton and 2 days of
weather delays in Valleyview, Alberta. In total I
flew 49 hours and made 19 stops for fuel covering a
total of 5,300 miles.

The first plane, a 1956 Cessna 182, was picked up
from the seller at Harford County Airport in
Maryland and I brought it back to Lincoln Park to
get it ready for departure. During my flight back to
Lincoln Park I had an inop oil temp gauge and upon
review of the log books discovered there was no
current transponder check. So I had a week-long
delay between weather and parts until the plane was
legal for flight and I could depart.

My mechanical delay in Edmonton was due to an
electrical problem that included the loss of battery
power and panel. Upon examination it was
discovered that there was corrosion on the points in
the regulator and that caused the generator to go
off-line. We filed and adjusted them and that got me
back on my way but this delay put me behind the
weather I was trying to stay in front of. Two hours
after departing Edmonton I hit a wall of weather in
Alberta that resulted in a 2-day delay since the
aircraft was not certified for IFR flight.

But after that delay, it was clear sailing the rest of
the way with breathtaking and epic views as the
prairie turned into mountains. 

While en route to Birchwood, AK with the 1956
Cessna 182 I received a request to bring back a 1964
Cessna 182 from Merrill Field in Anchorage to
Williston, ND.

The '64 had gotten stuck up there in 2020 due to
Covid-related travel restrictions through Canada and
the owner needed it back in North Dakota.
Commercial pilots moving aircraft under contract
are considered essential workers and are allowed to
operate under quarantine exemption, so I was the
only option to get his plane home. The plane had
only several hours of use on it in 2020 so I spent an
afternoon doing pattern work and local flying
around Anchorage before deeming the plane safe to
fly back to ND.

Overall, it was an amazing trip and learning
experience and I couldn't help but feel blessed and
lucky that I was being paid to do it! It was truly an
aviation bucket-list item! 

Eric
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Eric Sampson sadly reported the passing
on October 3rd of 14 year old Mojo.

That's a lot of dog years, but a great loss
nevertheless. Pictured are Eric and Mojo

hosting our August 2018 Chapter 501
meeting at Eric's home in Wayne.

Happenings... On August 21 Charlie Derk and RV-10 were on
display at a big event at Udvar-Hazy Museum at
KIAD (September Propwash). CLICK HERE to
see more photos posted by the Smithsonian. Scroll
to the bottom for the group photo, Charlie wears a 
red shirt, is in front row center.

George and Liz Kouba moved from New
Jersey to Pennsylvania last year.
We thought maybe George had retired. Nope! On
September 15 he emailed word that he is now a
Flight Line Service Technician for Aero Tech
Services, a flight school and charter business at
Lancaster Airport. He says, “I’m very excited about
this as I will spend most of my life at a nice airport
touching airplanes from 172’s to Cherokees to PC
12’s to Lear jets to a King Air. I will also get free
RedBird FMX time and discounted training airplane
rentals. I will use these benefits to continue my
flight training. If you are at KLNS I would like you
guys to walk over from the restaurant and say hello.
As you look at 8-26 from the restaurant, ATS is to
the left off of taxiway D west ramp.”

The Experimental Aircraft Association is a national non-profit organization dedicated to promoting recreational aviation. EAA
Chapter 501 is an affiliated member of the national EAA. Membership is open to all who share an interest in aviation. 

Chapter 501 tries to meet monthly on the SECOND Wednesday at 6:30pm or 7:00pm.  All are welcome.  The date and the
meeting place occasionally vary.  From April 2020 to May 2021we made do with “virtual meetings”, on-line. We resumed
meeting at our favorite meeting place, the Training Room of Aero Safety Training, Ltd, 425 Beaverbrook Road. We are
occasional guests in members’ airport hangars when the weather is good, and meetings sometimes are held off the field visiting
members’ aircraft homebuilding or restoration projects-in-progress. Check this newsletter or go to the EAA 501 website at 
www.eaa501.org  to find the next scheduled meeting place, date and time.

Annual membership dues of $35.00 are collected at the beginning of the year, checks payable to “EAA Chapter 501.” Family
membership is $45.00. Student membership is $15.00.  A 10% discount is allowed for checks delivered to the Treasurer before
January 1st. Dues are prorated for new members joining after mid-year.  Contact any EAA 501 officer or committee head  (see
page 2) for all inquiries.   You must be a member of the EAA national organization  (800-564-6322  www.eaa.org )  in order to be
a member of Chapter 501.  Currently the national membership rate is $40 per year which includes a subscription to  EAA’s great
monthly magazine, “Sport Aviation”.

Propwash, the EAA 501 newsletter is distributed monthly, about one week before each meeting, to current chapter members and
special friends of the chapter.  It is primarily distributed via the internet, in a .pdf file form.  Members without internet access can
receive a USPS mailed copy of Propwash, printed as black and white photocopies.

PROPWASH is the monthly newsletter of
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION LINCOLN PARK, NJ, CHAPTER 501   10/06/21
c/o Don Provost, Editor,  34 Brookvale Road Kinnelon, NJ  07405

https://flic.kr/s/aHsmWx8fbU
https://flic.kr/s/aHsmWx8fbU
http://www.aerotechservices.com/
http://www.aerotechservices.com/
https://www.airnav.com/airport/KLNS
https://lancasterairport.com/business-directory/
https://aeronav.faa.gov/d-tpp/2109/00927AD.PDF
https://aeronav.faa.gov/d-tpp/2109/00927AD.PDF
http://www.eaa501.org
http://www.eaa.org

